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Abstract: As one of the early COVID-19 epidemic outbreak areas, China attracted the global news media’s attention
at the beginning of 2020. During the epidemic period, Chinese people united and actively fought against the epidemic.
However, in the eyes of the international public, the situation reported about China is not optimistic. To better
understand how the international public portrays China, especially during the epidemic, we present a case study
with big data technology. We aim to answer three questions: (1) What has the international media focused on during
the COVID-19 epidemic period? (2) What is the media’s tone when they report China? (3) What is the media’s
attitude when talking about China? In detail, we crawled more than 280 000 pieces of news from 57 mainstream
media agencies in 22 countries and made some interesting observations. For example, international media paid more
attention to Chinese livelihood during the COVID-19 epidemic period. In March and April, “progress of Chinese
vaccines,” “specific drugs and treatments,” and “virus outbreak in U.S.” became the media’s most common topics. In
terms of news attitude, Cuba, Malaysia, and Venezuela had a positive attitude toward China, while France, Canada,
and the United Kingdom had a negative attitude. Our study can help understand China’s image in the eyes of the
international media and provide a sound basis for image analysis.
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1 Introduction

The news is influenced by various social fac-
tors. It is difficult to truly reflect the whole pic-
ture of an event due to the journalists’ and editors’
participation at all levels. Every country, every
media, and even every person would have its own
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tone, emotion, and focus toward China, which af-
fects China’s image in various ways. The traditional
analysis of national image often uses surface anal-
ysis based on corpus and media content (Manheim
and Albritton, 1984). According to the traditional
analysis, China’s image has been portrayed as a
peace-loving country (Wang, 2003; Zhang L and Wu,
2017), a developing country, and an anti-hegemonic
nation (Wang, 2003) by Chinese media. China’s im-
age portrayed by overseas media has usually been
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mixed and conflicted (Zhang L and Wu, 2017), and
portrayed as a socialist country, a significant power,
an authoritarian state, and a militant obstructive
force (Wang, 2003; Zhang L and Wu, 2017). Tra-
ditional methods lack scalability, and the analysis of
granularity is relatively simple. Chen et al. (2021) in-
vestigated China’s image during the COVID-19 epi-
demic period from a sentiment analysis perspective,
and analyzed only aspects of sentiment on Twitter
data from the open public. A more intuitive ques-
tion is, what is China’s image at multiple levels and
portrayed by overseas mainstream media in a specific
period? How do they report China? How do other
factors influence their reporting over time? To our
knowledge, none of these issues has been thoroughly
examined.

In this study, we look at China during the
COVID-19 epidemic period as an example to see
how overseas media portray China. As one of the
early COVID-9 epidemic outbreak areas, China at-
tracted the global media’s attention early in 2020. At
the beginning of the epidemic, China and the Chi-
nese people suffered from much criticism. What was
China’s image during this epidemic period? How
do international news media portray China over
time? Specifically, we aim to answer the following
questions:

Q1: What has the international media focused
on during the COVID-19 epidemic period?

Q2: What is the media’s tone when they report
China?

Q3: What is the media’s emotional tone when
they are talking about China?

To answer these questions, we first designed sev-
eral crawlers to crawl news articles from overseas
news media. We found more than 280 000 pieces
of news from 57 mainstream media agencies in 22
countries. After data cleaning and annotation, we
generated a highly qualified dataset for news anal-
ysis and natural language processing (NLP) related
tasks. Then we explored the multi-level media fo-
cus problem from three levels: entity level, coarse-
grained topic level, and fine-grained topic level. An
entity is a real-world object, such as a person or an
organization. At the entity level, we concentrated
mainly on the entities on which the media focused
in their news reports. At the coarse-grained topic
level, all news articles were classified into topic cate-
gories like society or politics to determine the types of

news reported in different media. In contrast, at the
fine-grained topic level, each news article was further
examined to determine a more concrete topic, such as
“Wuhan is under lockdown” and “the progress of the
vaccine.” As for the tone of the news against China,
we studied the tone of the news in different coun-
tries, on different topics, and at different periods.
For the third question, we designed two methods for
determining news emotions toward China. One is to
use sentiment intensity to quantitatively measure the
media’s influence toward China; the other is to use
emotional labels to examine the emotional situation
qualitatively.

We also made some interesting observations.
For example, international media paid more atten-
tion to Chinese livelihood during the COVID-19 epi-
demic period, and most media presented a negative
tone against China, such as American and French
media. Our contributions are as follows:

1. As far as we know, we are the first to study
the image of China as a country in the eyes of over-
seas news media with a large-scale, multi-level study,
especially during the COVID-19 epidemic period.

2. We built a high-quality dataset for country
image study and NLP tasks, including crawling a
large amount of news media data and annotating
parts of the data with crowdsourcing techniques.

3. We made some interesting discoveries. For
example, from the analysis of topic distribution over
time, we saw that in February and March COVID-19
was the most serious in China. In March and April,
“progress of Chinese vaccines,” “specific drugs and
treatments,” and “virus outbreak in U.S.” became the
media’s most reported topics. In terms of news emo-
tion toward China, Cuba, Malaysia, and Venezuela
had a positive attitude, while France, Canada, and
the United Kingdom had a negative attitude.

2 Dataset

The dataset was crawled from 57 media outlets
in 22 countries between December 1, 2019 and June
30, 2020. For case study purposes, we focused mainly
on news related to COVID-19. Information, includ-
ing news titles, authors, and content, was collected.
Below we will describe the details of data collection,
cleaning, translation, and annotation.

1. Data collection
We studied the mainstream news media (official
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news media or media with the most massive
audience) in 22 countries including some powers
and countries within the Belt and Road Initia-
tive (BRI). We selected 57 official and influential
news media sites from the Chinese Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and other authoritative websites
(www.fmprc.gov.cn/web/gjhdq_676201/gj_676203
/yz_676205/, www.fec.mofcom.gov.cn/article/gbd-
qzn/index.shtml) as our data sources (see Table A1
in the appendix). We designed crawlers for each
news medium and collected news that contained
keywords related to COVID-19 (e.g., 2019-nCOV,
COVID-19, coronavirus, pneumonia) in the context
or in the title between December 1, 2019 and June
30, 2020.

2. Data cleaning
For collected data, we deleted duplicated items

that were crawled twice or more. In addition, we cal-
culated each news text’s similarity score and deleted
news that was almost the same. Furthermore, we
used regular expressions to fix and replace faulty
fields in the dataset, e.g., replacing some of the
header fields automatically generated by the website
or some label fields in the body.

3. Translation
To ensure the authenticity and integrity of the

news data, we collected the original news from the
site, which means that the data is available in multi-
ple languages. To facilitate the model for processing
the data, we used an online translation application
programming interface (www.fanyi-api.baidu.com)
to translate all the data into English. We did some
processing in the translation process to preserve the
integrity of the context information and the sen-
tences and paragraphs after the translation of long
text.

4. Annotation
We used crowdsourcing technology to label some

randomly selected data from our dataset for super-
vised learning of the analysis model. We devel-
oped a system for multi-person collaborative label-
ing (https://203.195.140.107:8088). Then we trained
100 labeling experts to annotate the data. Each news
item was randomly assigned to at least five experts,
who randomly read each news item and marked
the news with emotion tags, tone tags, news object
tags, topic tags, and news genre tags. The detailed
annotated labels are shown in Table 1. After the
first annotation, the data with disputed results were

annotated a second time by more experts. We ended
up annotating about 4115 pieces of high-quality news
data.

Table 1 Annotation fields and labels

Field Label

Emotion Objective, agreeable, believable,
good, hated, sad, worried

Tone against China Positive, neutral, negative
Subject About China, not about China
Topic Politics, society, technology,

economy, sports, humanity,
entertainment

Type Fact, interview, essay, remark

5. Data statistics
The processed statistics of our dataset are

shown in Table A1 in the appendix. We
have made the dataset public and available at
http://203.195.140.107/dataset/download. We also
did some preliminary studies on the dataset. The
distribution of news media source is shown in Fig. 1,
with some of the smaller sources combined. We can
see that media in different countries paid extra atten-
tion to China during the epidemic, and the United
States ranks first in the list.

For further research, we separately analyzed the
news related to China and COVID-19. The number
of news item over time is shown in Fig. 2. There are
several peaks in the figure. The first peak appeared
on January 23 when Wuhan was locked down, which
attracted a large amount of attention worldwide.
The second peak was around March 16, when the
number of COVID-19 caused deaths outside China
surpassed that of China for the first time. We define
this time point as the second wave of the COVID-19
epidemic period. The third peak was around May
28, when the World Health Organization (WHO)
announced the launch of the “COVID-19 Technology
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Fig. 1 Media source distribution
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Fig. 2 Number of news items over time

Access Pool” to accelerate the development of vac-
cines, tests, treatments, and other technologies for
COVID-19 through open scientific research.

3 Multi-level media focus (Q1)

In this section, we explore the media focus
on China during the COVID-19 epidemic period.
Specifically, we conduct our analysis from three lev-
els: entity level, coarse-grained topic level, and
fine-grained topic level. At the entity level, we ex-
plore the named entities on which these stories are
focused. An entity is a real-world object, such as
a person or an organization. We extract and ana-
lyze the first few entities of most media interest in
each category. At the coarse-grained topic level, we
analyze the categories to which news items belong
thematically, such as social and political ones. In
this way, we determine the types of topics related to
China to which the media pays more attention. At
the fine-grained topic level, we further analyze spe-
cific topics of media interest, such as major events or
topical trends.

3.1 Entity-level media focus

Entities in the news corpus represent es-
sential elements, including people, organizations,
places, and things. We identify entities from
these news corpora using the named entity recog-
nition (NER) method. To better understand
these news corpora, we extract entities from the
news using an NLP tool named spaCy (Honni-
bal and Montani, 2017). We focus on 10 types
of entities, which are listed in Table 2. After
obtaining entities using spaCy, we align them with
Wikidata (www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikidata).

Table 2 Entity type description

Type Description

Person People, including fictional
NORP Nationalities, religious, political groups
FAC Buildings, airports, highways, bridges
ORG Companies, agencies, institutions
GPE Countries, cities, states
LOC Non-GPE locations, mountain ranges,

bodies of water
Product Objects, vehicles, foods (not services)
Event Named hurricanes, battles, wars, sports

events
Work_of_art Titles of books, songs
Law Named documents made into laws

Specifically, each entity has a unique identifier called
the QID in Wikidata. For example, the QIDs of
“U.S.” and “the United States” are both Q30, which
means that “U.S.” and “the United States” are the
same entity. In this way, we align entities without
disambiguation.

We further study the extracted entities and
find that China, Wuhan, the United States, and
WHO appeared with a high frequency. The re-
sult is highly associated with the epidemic. We list
the top five entities in each category as shown in
Fig. 3. We can see that during the second wave
of the COVID-19 epidemic period, mainstream me-
dia care more about medical scientists, such as An-
thony Fauci (an American physician and immunol-
ogist) and Zhong Nanshan (a Chinese medical sci-
entist), and events that were closely influenced by
this epidemic, for example, postponing the Tokyo
Olympics because of the epidemic.
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3.2 Coarse-grained topic level media focus

After examining popular news sites like the BBC
and CNN, we set seven topic categories for our study:
society, politics, economy, technology, sports, hu-
manity, and entertainment. As introduced in Sec-
tion 2, we have manually annotated some news ar-
ticles with these categories’ labels. We consider
these news articles as training datasets. Then we
extract features using term frequency and inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) (Jurafsky and Mar-
tin, 2000), build a supervised convolutional neural
network (Kim, 2014) for training, and predict the
topic labels for the remaining non-annotated news
articles.

The coarse-grained topic distribution is shown
in Fig. 4. We can see that the media pay special
attention to people’s livelihood and society issues,
followed by politics, economy, and technology top-
ics. The attention to livelihood and society accounts
for more than 45%, and entertainment and humanity
news together account for less than 1%. During the
epidemic, the government’s priority is to ensure peo-
ple’s livelihood, accompanied by the promulgation
and implementation of a series of political regula-
tions and economic impacts.

Sports
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Politics
Technology

EconomySociety

23.19%

21.01%

5.16%
4.52%

0.05%
0.04%
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Fig. 4 Topic distribution

Fig. 5 shows the coarse-grained topic distribu-
tion in each country, where the horizontal axis repre-
sents the country and the vertical axis represents the
percentage of news on a particular topic in the coun-
try. We can see that different countries show different
interest in China. For example, the media in Singa-
pore and Malaysia are more concerned about China’s
economy. Canada and France are more concerned
about Chinese politics. It is worth noting that the
proportion of people’s livelihood topics reported by
the media in Cuba is as high as 62.75%, while that
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Fig. 5 Topic distribution in each country

in the economic field is only 3.24%; on the contrary,
Singapore shows great interest in economic issues,
accounting for 31.19%.

We show the topic distribution over time in
Fig. 6. The horizontal axis represents the month
and the vertical axis represents the percentage of all
news on a given topic in a given month. We focus on
topic distribution in different periods. In the social
news about China during the epidemic, the num-
ber of news articles increases and then declines with
time. The proportion in February and March reaches
a peak, and then the proportion gradually decreases
in the next few months. In February and March,
COVID-19 was the most serious in China. Much
news followed the social topics, focusing on the im-
pact of the epidemic on people’s lives and societies.
After April, as the epidemic began to be effectively
controlled in China, the proportion of news reports
continued to decline.

In terms of technology, the proportion of news
reports about China has generally risen over time.
The proportion in the first three months increased
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Fig. 6 Topic distribution over time
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gradually and reached its peak in April and May.
Then the proportion dropped sharply in June. Dur-
ing this period, with the outbreak and continuation
of COVID-19, the number of news articles about vac-
cine development and experimental work by Chinese
research institutes continued to grow. Most of the
reports in technology news were related to Chinese
vaccine research.

In terms of sports, the proportion of reports
showed a general trend with time. The number of ar-
ticles in January and February increased gradually.
The proportion of sports news reached its peak in
March, and then declined sequentially from April to
June. During this period, on March 22, the Interna-
tional Olympic Committee officially announced the
postponement of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics to 2021,
and much news reported related events in March.

3.3 Fine-grained topic level media focus

The second layer of topic discovery is fine-
grained topic detection, which automatically iden-
tifies topics from news streams. Different from
coarse-grained topic classification, it does not have
any preset topics. Its primary purpose is to learn
from news articles and find topics about which the
most news is concerned. We model this problem
as an unsupervised learning problem rather than
a supervised classification problem. On the other
hand, due to the continuous emerging news, we have
to simultaneously deal with vast amounts of data.
Thus, we design an efficient and effective supervised
topic detection method for clustering news by top-
ics and detecting topics. Specifically, inspired by
Keygraph (Sayyadi and Raschid, 2013), we construct
an entity graph that contains only entities and key-
words (including proper nouns, adjectives, and or-
dinal words) to make the algorithm more efficient.
In addition, we use the SIFRank (Sun et al., 2020)
algorithm based on the ELMo (Embeddings from
Language Models) pre-training model to extract key-
words, which improved performance. The learned
topics are as follows:

1. In the first 20 days of January, the topics
reported by various media focused mainly on the
“novel coronavirus found in China,” “virus outbreak
in China,” and “Wuhan is under lockdown.” In late
January, with the virus spread to Japan, Italy, Iran,
and other countries, the media shifted its focus from
China to other countries.

2. In February, the media reported mainly
on topics such as “Aggregated events were post-
poned or canceled,” “stock market volatility,” and
“the progress of the vaccine.” It seems that the me-
dia began to pay more attention to the impact of the
epidemic on human activities and the economy.

3. In March and April, “progress of Chinese vac-
cines,” “specific drugs and treatments,” and “virus
outbreak in U.S.” became the media’s most con-
cerned topics. The focus shifted away from China be-
cause the epidemic in China was well controlled. In
March, topics such as “Tokyo Olympics” and “events
postponed” also occupied a lot of forums. This corre-
sponds to the sports news percentage peak in March
in Fig. 6.

4. In May, financial topics such as “the stock
market,” “crude oil,” and “exchange rate” received
continuous attention. In the first half of this month,
topics on “compensation from China for COVID-19”,
“virus origin,” “vaccine competition,” “China’s sec-
ond wave of epidemics,” and “China-Australia rela-
tions” were hot. “NPC and CPPCC China” became
the focus at the end of May.

5. In early June, the topics of media concern
were scattered. Topics such as “People’s Bank of
China buys bank loans,” “Stocks surged,” “China
will strengthen global cooperation in vaccine trials,”
“Trump administration says it will block Chinese air-
lines from flying into the U.S.,” “China urges citizens
to avoid Australia,” “Harvard research,” and “New
virus cases raise fears in Beijing” were reported.

4 Tone of news against China (Q2)

Media usually bare three tones against China:
support China (positive), oppose China (negative),
and neutral. As stated in Section 2, we annotate
our training dataset with tone labels (news media’s
tones against China), so we model this problem as a
supervised learning problem. We first learn all word
embeddings using word embedding techniques like
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), and then feed them into
a supervised classifier.

After training, we are able to predict the news
tones toward China. We find that most of the news
has a neutral tone against China in our dataset of all
media, accounting for 62%, as shown in Fig. 7. This
result is in line with principles of news reporting.
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4.1 Tone of news against China in different
countries

We further analyze the tone of news at the coun-
try level. The tone of news against China in different
countries is shown in Fig. 8. The horizontal axis rep-
resents the country and the vertical axis represents
the percentage of news in a country that has a certain
tone. We can see that France, the United Kingdom,
and the United States hold a relatively negative tone
toward China, while Russia, Singapore, Cuba, and
Brunei bear a positive tone.
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We also calculate the similarity scores of each
country against China. We collect all the news in
a country and create statistics of their tones toward
China. Hence, the proportions of positive, neutral,
and negative tones can be viewed as a vector. By
calculating this vector’s similarity score, we can find
a similar country that bears a similar tone against
China. We find that France and the United King-
dom have a similar result of 0.913. The similarity
score between France and the United States is 0.824,

and the similarity between the United States and
Germany is 0.817. This shows that Western powers’
tones toward China are consistent, and their news
shows more of their negative tones against China.
On the contrary, Russia and Cuba have a similar-
ity of 0.849, Russia and Brunei have a similarity of
0.797, and Brunei and Malaysia have a similarity of
0.735, showing a positive tone toward China.

4.2 Tone of news against China on different
topics

The tone of news against China on different top-
ics is shown in Fig. 9. The horizontal axis represents
the topic and the vertical axis represents the percent-
age of a given topic that reports a particular tone.
We find that international news media hold the most
negative tone toward China when reporting political
news and the second most negative tone when re-
porting economic news.

4.3 Tone of news over time

We report the tone of news over time in Fig. 10.
The horizontal axis represents the month and the
vertical axis represents the percentage of a given
topic that reports a particular tone. We can see that
the tone of the news media changed over time. In
January, the negative proportion of most countries
toward China was relatively low. With the contin-
uous aggravation of the epidemic situation, the me-
dia of many countries (such as Singapore, Spain, and
Germany) gradually increased their negative tone to-
ward China in February. After March, the domestic
epidemic situation gradually eased. The negative
tone showed a significant downward trend, or it was
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related to the worsening of the epidemic situation in
other countries. The epidemic situation in China has
been well controlled. The overall negative position
shows an increasing trend with time first and then a
decreasing one.

5 News emotion tones toward China
(Q3)

We use two methods to determine news emotion
tones toward China. One is to use sentiment inten-
sity to measure the media’s influence toward China
quantitatively; the other is to use emotional labels
to examine the emotional situation qualitatively.

5.1 Sentiment intensity index based news
emotions

For news sentiment intensity, we use
Vader (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014) to calculate
the sentiment intensity of a news article. The
original paper’s sentiment intensity ranges from −1

to 1. −1 represents the most negative emotional
value, while 1 represents the most positive emotional
value. To distinguish the emotional intensity of
news reports more clearly, we uniformly extend the
range to [−5, 5].

As shown in Fig. 11, news all over the world has
reflected negative sentiment obviously, which means
the intensity score is not equal to zero. Sentiment
intensity has fluctuated for half a year. In January,
when the epidemic began, the score was the lowest.
In February, medical teams all over China galloped
to Wuhan. In March, the epidemic was effectively
controlled. Therefore, the score gradually returned
to zero from January to March. From April to May,
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the outbreak of coronavirus had already taken place
in various parts of the world. The world was full
of different opinions of China for coronavirus. Re-
markably, the United States passed the buck one
after another, and the score gradually dropped. The
score in June slightly increased compared with that
in May.

The sentiment intensity in different countries is
shown in Fig. 12. We can see that Malaysia has
the highest sentiment intensity, while Canada has
the lowest intensity. A country with high positive
sentiment intensity means that it has a positive at-
titude toward China, and vice versa. This result
corresponds to our discussion in Section 4.

5.2 Label-based news emotions

A piece of news usually shows or implicitly ex-
presses opinions on an event, a person, or other
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targets, reflecting the author’s emotions. We divide
emotions into six categories: agreeable, believable,
good, hated, worried, and sad. If a piece of news con-
tains none of these emotions, we think it is objective.

For label-based emotions, considering that a
piece of news may contain multiple emotions simul-
taneously, even opposite emotions, we need to design
a useful multi-label emotion classification model to
sufficiently capture the semantics of news context.
We employ BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as the fea-
ture extractor. The input to our model includes
news headline and body content. After using the
feature extractor, we obtain a sequence of the last
hidden states and then retain the first token of the
sequence (classification token). This token is fed to a
linear layer with a sigmoid activation function, which
predicts six probability distributions corresponding
to defined emotions. The threshold is set to 0.4. In
other words, if the prediction probability of emotion
is greater than or equal to 0.4, we consider that the
news contains this emotion. Note that if all six prob-
abilities are less than 0.4, we consider the news to be
objective. The overall illustration of our multi-label
emotion classification model is shown in Fig. 13.

As shown in Fig. 14, considering non-subjective
news articles, we find that international news to-
ward China holds more negative emotions than pos-
itive emotions, up to 26.0% and 5.5%, respectively.
China, one of the countries with an early outbreak
of the virus, has suffered from public criticism. The
rapidly increasing number of infections makes the
emotional tone of overseas media present negative
emotions such as “critical” and “anger.” Perhaps this
explains why positive feelings toward China are only
5.5%.
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Fig. 13 Illustration of the multi-label emotion classi-
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Fig. 14 Emotion distribution

As shown in Fig. 15, we find that France’s news
reports have an extremely high percentage of “hated”
emotion, followed by Canada, the United Kingdom,
South Korean, Spain, and the United States.
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Fig. 15 Emotions in different countries

We rank the typical emotions in descending or-
der for the convenience of comparison. As we can
see in Fig. 16, the proportion of “agreeable” toward
China is generally low in every country, and the high-
est is Cuba, followed by Malaysia, Venezuela, Kaza-
khstan, and Belarus, while the lowest is the United
States. As for the “hated” emotion, the highest is
France, while the lowest is Kazakhstan.

We run the k-means algorithm to cluster dif-
ferent countries, where the number of clusters is set
to 3, and input data is the proportion of emotions
except “objective.” The clustering results are shown
in Table 3. As far as we can see, cluster 2 shows more
positive emotions than others, while cluster 3 shows
more negative emotions than others.
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Fig. 16 Proportion of “agreeable” and “hated” emo-
tions for each country

Table 3 Results of country clusters based on the
proportion of emotions

Cluster Countries

1 Japan, India, Portugal, Singapore, Italy,
South Africa, Brazil, Germany,
Australia, the United States

2 Cuba, Malaysia, Kazakhstan, Belarus,
Brunei, Russia

3 Venezuela, France, Spain, Canada,
South Korea, the United Kingdom

6 Prototype system

We developed and deployed a visual system
(http://203.195.140.107) to show the whole news
analysis process in this study. Fig. 17 shows the
system framework. It consists of five modules:

1. Data collection
We crawled news from 57 news websites of main-

stream media in 22 countries and updated the data
automatically every day. Details are as given in Sec-
tion 2.

2. Data preprocessing
We cleaned up the crawled data by strict stan-

dards and translated multilingual news into English.
For better model learning, we annotated 5000 pieces
of news with crowdsourcing technology. Details are
as given in Section 2.

3. Data analysis
We aimed to answer three questions: (1) What

has the international media focused on during the
COVID-19 epidemic period? (2) What is the me-
dia’s tone when they report China? (3) What is the

media’s attitude when talking about China? We de-
ployed some modules that would be used to answer
these questions, such as named entity recognition,
topic classification, and topic clustering. Details are
as given in Sections 3–5.

4. Data visualization
We displayed our system in a hierarchical man-

ner, as shown in Fig. 18.
5. Storage services
Storage and querying of the knowledge graph

are the keys to the entire system. To persistently
store and analyze the knowledge graph data, we
used two different types of databases to store data
at different stages in the data processing procedure.
We used the document-based MongoDB to store
the crawled data. In addition, for mining informa-
tion and data at a deeper level, we leveraged Neo4j
(www.neo4j.com) to store the knowledge graph data
of entities, topics, and events.

7 Related work

7.1 Country image

Nimmo and Savage (1976) defined an image as
“a human construct imposed on an array of perceived
attributes projected by an object, event or person.”
The traditional analysis of national image often uses
surface analysis based on related corpora and news
content. Manheim and Albritton (1984) proposed
two dimensions to describe the national image, visi-
bility and valence, which represent the media’s influ-
ence range and the degree of preference in the media
content on the country, respectively.

In different media, China is portrayed with
different national images. Wang (2003) compared
China’s national image as projected by Chinese me-
dia and American media based on a content anal-
ysis between 1958 and 2002. Peng (2004) studied
the coverage of China in New York Times and Los
Angeles Times. Zhang L (2010) explored the image
of China in three international newspapers in Eu-
rope. Zhang L and Wu (2017) used critical discourse
analysis to examine the representation of China by
China Daily. To summarize all of these studies, it
was found that China’s national image was portrayed
as a peace-loving country, a developing country, and
an anti-hegemonic nation by Chinese media (Wang,
2003; Zhang L and Wu, 2017). The image of China
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Fig. 18 System visualization
The first three figures (a–c) are visualizations of a multi-level media focus. The first layer (a) shows the entity graph
extracted from all news corpora. In the graph, each node is an entity. When clicking one entity node, we can get into the
second layer (b) and see a detailed graph related to that entity. Move the cursor to display fine-grained topics. Click one
node in this graph to see the third layer (c) and detailed events associated with this node. The last three figures (d–f)
show coarse-grained topics and the tone of news and emotion analysis
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portrayed by foreign media was usually mixed and
conflicted, such as a socialist country, a significant
power, an authoritarian state, and a militant ob-
structive force (Zhang L and Wu, 2017). These
methods prefer manual analysis and lack fine-grained
analysis and scalability. Chen et al. (2021) inves-
tigated China’s image during the COVID-19 pan-
demic with aspect-based sentiment analysis. Com-
pared to our system, it is limited to sentiment analy-
sis. Moreover, our system provides a multi-level and
multi-view country image analysis.

7.2 News system

Several systems have been built to analyze news
from multiple perspectives. For news aggregation
and analysis, Google News (www.news.goole.com) is
the largest news aggregation system and monitored
more than 5000 news sources worldwide as of 2013
(Filloux, 2013). It performs topic detection, track-
ing, and clustering of news. It also uses algorithms
to offer personalized news to users. Lloyd et al.
(2005) built a news analysis system named Lydia
to track temporal and spatial information of enti-
ties in the news. Hou et al. (2015) built NewsMiner
(www.newsminer.net), which is a news-mining sys-
tem framework. They proposed a three-level repre-
sentation of news and formalized news-mining tasks
as link predictions in the heterogeneous network. For
fake news detection, Emergent (www.emergent.info)
is a rumor tracking tool developed by Columbia Uni-
versity to study the spreading mechanism of ru-
mors. For news and event detection, Liu et al.
(2016) built a tool that can help journalists dis-
cover news on social media more quickly and assess
news authenticity. There are also news detection
and tracking systems and services provided by some
companies or organizations, such as People’s Daily
Online (www.peopleyun.cn/yuqing.html), Baidu
(www.yuqing.baidu.com/saas/intro/newindex), and
Nielsen (www.nielsen.com). These systems usually
monitor forums, blogs, news media, and social net-
works to find content relevant to a particular topic or
keyword. Statistical analysis is performed based on
the collected content to provide consulting services.
The above works focused mainly on different aspects
of news analysis, thus different from our system at
different granularities.

7.3 Media analysis

Media analysis is also known as media content
analysis, which is a part of content analysis. Macna-
mara (2005) interpreted content analysis as a tech-
nique for describing what is said at a given place and
a given time with objectivity and accuracy. However,
slanted news coverage always exists in real life.

In content analysis, researchers first define anal-
ysis questions or assumptions that need to be
studied. Then they collect relevant news data, sys-
tematically read the news text, and annotate the
text with examples of media bias associated with the
ongoing analysis. After that, researchers use the an-
notated findings to accept or reject their hypothesis
(McCarthy et al., 2008; Oelke et al., 2012). There are
two types of content analysis: quantitative and quali-
tative (Vaismoradi et al., 2013). Qualitative analysis
attempts to find “all” instances of media bias, includ-
ing some that require human interpretation. Quan-
titative analysis measures news by determining the
frequency of a particular word or phrase, the number
of articles that include that word or phrase, or the
size and location of an article in a printed newspaper
(D’Alessio and Allen, 2000). They also use computer
software to aid analysis, for example, by analyzing
how often terms, topics, or words appear together
(Lowe, 2002).

In addition to content analysis, media bias
can be analyzed through public opinion polls or
public votes, such as through the Gallup/Knight
Foundation (John and James, 2018) and MBFC
(www.mediabiasfactcheck.com). In analyzing me-
dia sentiment and content analysis, computational
methods can be used for sentiment analysis. For ex-
ample, Hutto and Gilbert (2014) presented VADER,
a simple rule-based model for general sentiment anal-
ysis. Neri et al. (2012) used linguistic and semantic
approaches to analyze sentiment about newscasts.
In analysis of the media’s tone, opinion mining has
mostly focused on polarity detection of reviews by
classifying the given text as positive, negative, or
neutral. There are several existing tone detection
models, including both neural models and classical
classifier-based models (Ghosh et al., 2019). Zhang
Q et al. (2018) defined this problem as a ranking one
and proposed a ranking-based method to maximize
the differences among different tones.
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8 Conclusions

In this study, we focused on how international
news media portrayed China during the COVID-19
epidemic period. We answered three questions using
big data techniques: (1) What has the international
media focused on during the COVID-19 epidemic pe-
riod? (2) What is the media’s tone when they report
China? (3) What is the media’s attitude when talk-
ing about China? Specifically, we crawled more than
280 000 pieces of news from 57 mainstream news
media entities in 22 countries and made a detailed
analysis. We found that during the second wave
of the COVID-19 epidemic period, mainstream me-
dia cared more about medical scientists. Also, dur-
ing the COVID-19 epidemic period, Singapore and
Malaysia were more concerned about China’s econ-
omy, whereas Canada and France were more con-
cerned about Chinese politics. In March and April,
“progress of Chinese vaccines,” “specific drugs and
treatments,” and “virus outbreak in U.S.” became
the topics that most concerned the media. In terms
of news emotion toward China, Cuba, Malaysia,
and Venezuela had a positive attitude, while France,
Canada, and the United Kingdom had a negative
one. Our study can help understand China’s image
in the eyes of the international media and provide a
sound basis for image analysis.
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Appendix: News statistical information of source media

Table A1 All media sources and their statistical information in our dataset
Country Media URL COVID19 + China COVID19

Australia Sydney Morning Herald https://www.smh.com.au 967 1875 8240 12 983The Age https://theage.com.au 908 4743

Belarus belta https://www.belta.by 510 804 2194 4116naviny https://naviny.by 294 1922

Brazil Agência Brasil https://agenciabrasil.ebc.com.br/ 552 2302 3857 16 425Folha de Sao Paulo https://www.folha.uol.com.br 1750 12 568

Brunei borneobulletin https://borneobulletin.com.bn 520 520 3692 3692

Canada nationalpost https://nationalpost.com/ 1477 1668 9202 12 446theglobeandmail https://www.theglobeandmail.com/ 191 3244

Cuba Granma https://www.granma.cu/ 247 247 1048 1048

France
RFI https://www.fi.fr/ 1440

2598
1545

8033Le Nouvel Observateur https://www.nouvelobs.com/ 206 2612
Le Monde https://www.lemonde.fr/ 660 3388
Le Figaro https://www.lefigaro.fr/ 292 488

Germany

Süddeutsche Zeitung https://www.sueddeutsche.de/ 1642

3888

20 791

31 046
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung https://www.faz.net/aktuell/ 118 533
BLID https://www.bild.de 271 934
WESER-KURIER https://www.weser-kurier.de 684 4264
Der Spiegel https://www.spiegel.de 1173 4524

India IndiaToday https://www.indiatoday.in 2218 2902 2350 2986Rediff https://www.rediff.com 684 636

Italy lastampa https://lastampa.it/ 907 907 6553 6553

Japan
���� https://www.yomiuri.co.jp 511

1971
650

9759���� https://mainichi.jp 1226 8875
���� https://www.asahi.com 234 234

Kazakhstan kazpravda www.kazpravda.kz 86 86 1637 1637

Malaysia bernama https://www. bernama.com/ 313 355 1319 3208The Star https://www.thestar.com.my/ 42 1889

Portugal
CMJORNAL https://www.cmjornal.pt/ 1616

3537
7134

14 850EXPRESSO https://expresso.pt/ 1219 6176
RTP https://www.rtp.pt/ 276 291
PUBLICO https://expresso.pt/ 426 1249

Russia
RIA https://ria.ru 1672

11 155
3341

56 210TASS https://tass.com 7680 35 552
RG.RU https://rg.ru 1803 17 317

Singapore
TODAY https://www.todayonline.com 2678

9350
16 714

45 652Channel News Asia https://www.channelnewsasia.com/ 4136 7671
Straits Times https://www.straitstimes.com 2536 21 267

South News24 https://www.news24.com 342 427 342 427Africa Sport24 https://www.sport24.co.za/ 85 85

조선뉴스 https://www.chosun.com 1786
3677

1998
4776South 중앙일보 https://news.joins.com 1127 1773

Korea 동아일보 https://www.donga.com 541 559
경향신문 https://khan.co.kr 223 446

Spain
La Vanguardia https://www.lavanguardia .com/ 524

1239
839

13 701El Mundo https://www.elmundo.es/ 281 3181
EL Pais https://elpais.com/ 434 9681

The Daily Mail https://www.dailymail.co.uk 2349
4770

2604
5258United BBC https://www.bbc.com/news 274 282

Kingdom Reuters https://www.reuters.com 2147 2372

CNN https://www.cnn.com/ 1547

13 158

4308

28 698
The CNBC https://www.cnbc.com/ 2888 6014

United NYT https://www.nytimes.com/ 3291 10 886
States WP https://www.washingtonpost.com/ 3109 4913

FOX NEWS https://www.foxnews. com/ 2323 2577

Venezuela El Nacional https://www.elnacional.com/ 358 519 841 2316EI Universal https://www.eluniversal.com/index.html 161 1475


